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Figure 1. PolarTrack is an optical tracking system for mobile devices that combines an off-the-shelf RGB camera with a rotating linear polarization
filter mounted in front of the lens. PolarTrack exploits the use of polarized light in current displays to segment device screens in the camera feed from
the background by detecting periodical changes of display brightness while the linear polarizer rotates.

ABSTRACT
PolarTrack is a novel camera-based approach to detecting and
tracking mobile devices inside the capture volume. In Po-
larTrack, a polarization filter continuously rotates in front of
an off-the-shelf color camera, which causes the displays of
observed devices to periodically blink in the camera feed. The
periodic blinking results from the physical characteristics of
current displays, which shine polarized light either through
an LC overlay to produce images or through a polarizer to
reduce light reflections on OLED displays. PolarTrack runs a
simple detection algorithm on the camera feed to segment dis-
plays and track their locations and orientations, which makes
PolarTrack particularly suitable as a tracking system for cross-
device interaction with mobile devices. Our evaluation of
PolarTrack’s tracking quality and comparison with state-of-
the-art camera-based multi-device tracking showed a better
tracking accuracy and precision with similar tracking relia-
bility. PolarTrack works as standalone multi-device tracking
but is also compatible with existing camera-based tracking
systems and can complement them to compensate for their
limitations.
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interaction; tracking technology.

INTRODUCTION
Locating and tracking devices in 3D-space is an essential com-
ponent of systems that enable proxemic [1, 5, 22] or spatially-
aware cross-device interactions [13, 24, 25, 30]. While many
different approaches for sensing device locations and orienta-
tions have been proposed [6, 10, 16, 22, 24, 31], each solution
has specific advantages and limitations. An ideal tracking
technology continuously tracks devices with sub-centimeter
accuracy without requiring markers, additional software or
hardware on the tracked devices, needs no or only a minimal
setup of tracking hardware in the environment, and is com-
putationally inexpensive. Our work is a step towards such
a tracking system by leveraging rotating polarizing filters in
front of the camera for optical device segmentation.

We present PolarTrack, a low-cost approach for detecting and
tracking mobile device displays using an off-the-shelf RGB
camera and a linear polarizing filter that rotates in front of
its lens. By exploiting basic laws of physics, PolarTrack can
reliably differentiate between physical objects and mobile dis-
plays in a video stream using a computationally inexpensive
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algorithm. It introduces a new approach to optical device track-
ing that works with high precision, accuracy, and reliability as
a stand-alone solution, but could also greatly improve existing
optical tracking approaches.

PolarTrack’s contributions include:

• a novel approach for display segmentation in a camera feed
based on periodical changes of display brightness resulting
from a linear polarizer rotating in front of a camera lens

• a camera-based tracking system that segments displays from
the background with minimal processing,

• an inexpensive algorithm for device detection and tracking,

• a technical evaluation of PolarTrack’s tracking quality,
showing higher accuracy compared to a state-of-the-art open
source system [24], and

• a low-cost approach to building a PolarTrack system around
a Kinect V2 camera from off-the-shelf components.

We conclude this paper with a discussion of our approach and
highlight how PolarTrack can complement existing tracking
solutions to address their limitations.

RELATED WORK
Research on cross-device interaction is popular in HCI with
use cases such as collaborative photo-sharing [19], brainstorm-
ing [20], around the table collaboration [24], content curation
[2], map navigation [6, 24], annexing devices to extend display
space or building large tiled displays [8, 9, 24, 26], sensemak-
ing for individuals [7] or groups [30, 32], active reading [3],
and visual analytics [23]. Beyond sensing presence and ap-
proximate distances, recent research increasingly focuses on
spatially-aware systems [13, 19, 20, 22, 24, 30] that sense
absolute device locations and orientations for seamless cross-
device interactions, e.g., flicking content between devices or
cross-device “pick, drag, and drop” [24, 25].

Our work mainly draws from two topics in HCI research:
First, it is related to technologies for camera-based tracking
of device locations and orientations. Second, it exploits the
principles of light polarization, an approach that has been
pursued in HCI before, although not for tracking purposes.

Camera-based Sensing of Mobile Devices
Camera-based sensing often follows one of the following two
strategies: inside-out and outside-in tracking.

Inside-out tracking of mobile devices typically uses the front-
facing camera to visually detect features in the environment
that can serve as external points of reference. For example,
Li & Kobbelt use a single marker (e.g., on a room’s ceiling)
that is detected by multiple devices to determine their relative
positions to each other to form a tiled display [16]. Similarly,
Grubert et al. use an individual’s head as a shared point of
reference for spatial registration of multiple devices for ad hoc
multiple display environments [6].

Outside-in tracking (such as PolarTrack) uses one or multiple
cameras to continuously observe a capture volume in which
the tracked devices must be visible. It typically uses computer
vision algorithms to detect markers or to segment devices from
their surroundings in order to compute their absolute spatial

location and orientation. One of the key challenges of outside-
in approaches is therefore to accurately and reliably identify
which and where devices are present in the capture volume,
even if there are many other non-device objects present.

Many commercial (e.g., OptiTrack or VICON motion captur-
ing systems) or open source solutions (e.g., ARToolKit) use
fiducial markers attached to users or devices. These markers
carry an easily identifiable optical pattern or configuration in
the IR or visible range. For developers, marker tracking is
comparably easy to implement and is therefore also popular
in HCI research (e.g., [21, 30]), but it has the disadvantage of
requiring users to attach markers to devices which does not
fit well into ad hoc cross-device interaction scenarios. The
same is true for active markers or beacons, for example, those
for controller tracking with the VIVE virtual reality headset.
While they offer precise tracking and great responsiveness, the
VIVE beacons are too large for most mobile device tracking
scenarios.

Since mobile devices alone offer few distinct features in the
visual range to clearly segment them from their surround-
ings, some approaches therefore combine different sensing
approaches and targets: GroupTogether uses ceiling mounted
depth cameras to identify and track users and radio triangu-
lation to identify their handheld devices [22]. Wu et al.’s
EagleSense uses depth images of the shape of users holding
devices to track people and devices in interactive spaces [31].

However, in some scenarios, devices need to be tracked even
when they are not held by users, e.g., when they are put on a
table. Rädle et al.’s HuddleLamp uses both the IR and RGB
images from a depth camera in a desk lamp to track mul-
tiple mobile devices on a table [24]. Devices are initially
recognized in the RGB image by fiducial markers flashed on
their screens and from then on, the rectangular shape of their
physical screens is tracked in the IR image. This is possi-
ble because mobile screens generally have a much lower IR
reflectance than other everyday objects, so that their shapes
become clearly visible in a binary IR image after threshold-
ing, regardless of what they display or ambient visible light.
Limitations of this approach arise from the noisy and very
low resolution IR image (especially in comparison to state-
of-the-art RGB cameras), a circular blind region in the center
of the camera (the so-called Sauron’s eye), and the compu-
tationally expensive tracking of devices necessary to avoid
false positives for non-screen rectangular objects with low IR
reflectance [24]. Furthermore, HuddleLamp’s tracking fails if
mobile displays are positioned too close together, so that there
is no visible bezel in the low-resolution IR image. However,
HuddleLamp’s approach of using simple optical properties
(e.g., IR reflectance) instead of sophisticated computer vision
to differentiate screens from other objects has been very influ-
ential for PolarTrack and also drove us to use HuddleLamp as
a benchmark in our evaluation.

CrossMotion implements the opposite approach and contin-
uously compares motion in a Kinect V2 depth feed with the
inertial motion reported by mobile devices [29]. After initial
calibration of coordinate systems, CrossMotion analyzes the
3D optical flow in the depth images and matches it with the
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mobile inertial and magnetometer data. The main benefit of
CrossMotion is a single-camera tracking system that is inde-
pendent of line-of-sight, making it robust to occlusion and not
limited by the number of devices.

Uses of Polarizing Filters in HCI
Previous uses of polarization in HCI were primarily aimed
at selectively controlling the visibility of screen content for
different cameras or users by using parallel or orthogonal
linear polarization between light source and viewer. One of
the earliest examples for the use of such polarization filters
is Tang & Minneman’s VideoDraw system for video-based
remote collaborative drawing [28]. Nearly orthogonal linear
polarizing filters were used in front of cameras and screens
to solve the problem of video feedback, i.e., to make local
screen content invisible in a camera image that should only
transmit images of users and their interactions in front of the
screen to the remote location. Similarly, Küchler & Kunz used
linear polarizing filters in Collaboard to segment a human who
is standing in front of a screen from the surrounding screen
content and to use this for an embodied representation at the
remote location [15].

Further applications include single display privacyware [27],
in which specific regions of a single screen become visible or
invisible to different users by either using frame interleaving
(in combination with synchronized shutter glasses) or, alterna-
tively, orthogonal polarization. Lissermann et al.’s Permulin
uses the former and displays two different user-specific im-
ages on the same physical 3D screen for improving tabletop
collaboration [18]. Karnik et al.’s PiVOT uses the latter and
combines polarized and unpolarized light sources with modi-
fied liquid crystal (LC) displays to create personalized view
overlays for tabletops [11]. In subsequent work, Karnik et
al. present MUSTARD, a multi-user see-through AR display
that uses polarized content and modified LC panels to show
user-specific information [12]. The principles of polarization
are also exploited in the polarizing adjustment layer that Lindl-
bauer et al. use to create a dual-sided see-through display with
controllable transparency [17].

Finally, polarization has also been used by Koike et al. to
create transparent 2D markers for LCD tabletop systems [14].
They selectively cancel image blocking between a LC display
and camera by using two half-wave plates from which markers
can be constructed.

In summary, polarization has been used as a method to se-
lectively control visibility of screen content for different ob-
servers but it has not been used to detect and segment mobile
screens from their surroundings or other objects in a video
stream before. To explain how PolarTrack exploits polar-
ization for this purpose, we describe its implementation and
briefly summarize the underlying optical principles in the fol-
lowing.

POLARTRACK’S IMPLEMENTATION
Our implementation consists of three parts: (1) the polarization
characteristics of current display technologies that PolarTrack
exploits, (2) PolarTrack’s hardware setup, and (3) our software
processing pipeline to detect and track devices over time.

Figure 2. An Apple iPad Mini with two linearly polarized filters put side-
by-side on top of the screen. The filters are rotated 90° to each other.

Polarization characteristics of current displays
A common characteristic of current display technologies is
their luminous emittance of polarized light. The reason is
that each display integrates a polarizing layer or has a polar-
izing film on top of the screen. The polarizer only allows
light in a particular polarized direction (i.e., linear, circular,
or elliptical polarization) to pass and blocks light of other
directions respectively. Displays either integrate the polar-
izer due to a technical requirement (i.e., for liquid crystal
displays) or add it to improve “contrast and robustness” [4]
and to reduce light reflections on the screen. For example,
it reduces reflections caused by external light sources such
as sunlight or room illumination. Examples for displays that
have a polarizer include liquid crystal displays (LCD), active
matrix organic light-emitting diode displays or derivatives
(e.g., OLED, AMOLED or Super AMOLED displays), and
even future display technologies such as bendable displays
that only replace glass with a polyethylene (plastic) substrate
(i.e. POLED). In consequence, the light emissive elements
(pixels) of a display emit polarized light. The polarization of
display pixels is noticeable when two linear polarization filters
are put side-by-side on top of a display and rotated 90° to each
other (see Figure 2).

However, sunlight, light from room illumination, or light re-
flected from everyday objects (e.g., tables, walls, or cups) is
usually unpolarized. Figure 3 illustrates polarized light emit-
ted by a display and unpolarized light from the background
environment. Both pictures show the same scene and contain a
table, everyday objects, and a display. They are taken with the
same camera (Depth Senz3D) and with a linear polarization
filter in front of the camera. In the first picture, the polariza-
tion filter is at 0° rotation and in the second picture the filter
is at 90° rotation. As a result, they show a change in the light
intensity in those areas in the pictures where the display is
while the surrounding background stays (almost) unaffected.
It is noteworthy that this effect is visible for all state-of-the-art
display technologies. In the case of LCDs which typically
contain linear polarizers, a rotating linear polarization filter
results in visible changes of brightness with almost complete
disappearance of the screen image in orthogonal positions.
For more recent technologies, with non-linear polarizers, a
rotating linear polarizer may not entirely block the emitted
light, but still results in visible changes in both brightness
and color spectrum. In PolarTrack, we exploit the changing
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Figure 3. Both pictures show an image of the same scene taken by a
camera with a polarization filter. The rotation of the polarization filter
is 0° in the first picture and 90° in the second picture.

light intensity to detect displays in a RGB image stream and
segment them from the background.

PolarTrack’s hardware setup
For tracking steady displays in a capture volume, it is suffi-
cient to take two consecutive images at perpendicular polarizer
positions. For example, at angles of 0° and 90°, 90° and 180°,
180° and 270°, or 270° and 360°. However, displays may be
oriented in arbitrary directions or may even be subject to rota-
tion during tracking. In PolarTrack, the polarizer is therefore
continuously rotated while capturing images to compensate
for both.

We built custom hardware that assembles an RGB camera,
a polarizer, and a gear motor with an encoder (see Figure 1
PolarTrack Hardware). The camera was mounted on top of
an aluminum plate. For our experiments, we used a Creative
Senz3D RGB-D. This is the same camera model that was used
for HuddleLamp [24]. We opted for this camera to allow com-
parison to HuddleLamp’s hybrid sensing. The plate integrated
a ball bearing with low friction. We used a single-row groove
ball bearing with an inner diameter of 65 mm, an outside di-
ameter of 100 mm, and a thickness of 18 mm. A aluminum
ring was put in the opening of the ball bearing that fixates the
polarizer and provides a groove. A rubber belt was set into the
groove to transfer the movements from the motor to the ball
bearing, effectively rotating the polarizer. We used a 12V gear
motor 0.2 kg-cm/1080 RPM 3.7:1 DC with an encoder. With
four possible perpendicular polarizer positions (α +90°) for
every rotation and 18 rotations per second, the chosen motor
allows for cameras up to a maximum of 72 fps.

Pre-processing pipeline for display detection
Our display segmentation algorithm relies on light intensity or
color changes between two consecutive RGB images. There-
fore, the first step in our display detection processing pipeline
subtracts the current image It from the previous image It−1:

ID(u) = |It−1(u)− It(u)|
where u defines an image pixel of an image at frame t. It
results in a differential image ID with absolute differences of
pixels between the two input images, and for the R, G, and
B color channels. Lastly, the image is converted from RGB
color space to a grayscale image IDG.

Rolling Shutter Effect
Ideally, this differential grayscale image contains pixel values
with zero difference for the background and non-zero pixel

Figure 4. A sliding window approach averages the n (i.e. n = 3) past
differential images with weights to compensate for rolling shutter effects.

values where a change happened, either through change of
light intensity or color changes of pixels. However, due to
the camera’s rolling shutter and the continuous rotation of the
polarization filter, the camera might have captured the pixels
of an image at different times even though all of them are
considered to be part of frame t. Consequently, this small
time difference results in an image where pixels are captured
with different polarizer angles, effectively resulting in a rolling
shutter effect in IDG (see top row of images in Figure 4)

While it is possible to synchronize the camera shutter with
the motor rotation to capture all pixels of one image at the
exact same polarizer angle, it would require special hardware.
For example, a camera that accepts a generator lock (genlock)
signal and captures images only when the motor pauses its
rotation, or a Geneva drive that transforms continuous rotations
into nearly discrete steps. Instead of adding complexity to
the hardware, we opted for a software-based solution with a
naïve weighted sliding window to compensate for the rolling
shutter effect and to get a binary image sufficient for further
processing to track the displays. The naïve weighted sliding
window approach keeps a history of IDG images and sums
them up with a certain weight for each preceding image, and
is defined as follows:

n−1

IDG(u)t−i ·IW (u) = ∑ ωi
i=0

where u defines the image pixel, n the size of the sliding
window, and ω the weight each differential grayscale image
IDG is considered in the weighted image IW . The weight is
defined as ωi = 0.5i+1. The sliding window considers n past
differential grayscale images, eventually compensating for the
rolling shutter effect by filling in image differences for past
image frames from t −1 to t − (n−1) (see bottom image in
Figure 4).

Binary Image for Multi-Device Tracking Pipeline
The last step before in the pre-processing pipeline is the binary
thresholding. The binary image is required as input for Hud-
dleLamp’s [24] tracking pipeline to identify and track multiple
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Figure 5. The PolarTrack processing steps: the color input image, the
weighted average of differential images, binarization of the weighted av-
erage, and the output of the multi-device tracking.

mobile device over time. It is defined as:{
1 i f IW (u)> τ

IB(x,y) =
0 otherwise

where IW is the weighted image, u the image pixel, and τ a
the threshold to decide if a pixel is set to 0 or 1. PolarTrack
uses the binary image IB as input for an unmodified version of
HuddleLamp’s open source multi-device tracking pipeline1.

EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
To test the technical feasibility of PolarTrack, we evaluated
its tracking quality with the tracking benchmark tool used for
existing mobile-device tracking systems [24]2. The tracking
benchmark tool allows for testing accuracy, precision, and
reliability of the processed input. Further, we evaluated the
tracking under different lighting conditions, and different de-
vices and types of occlusion, like in HuddleLamp’s technical
evaluation.

For the evaluation, we positioned the camera to track a table
surface with an area of 875 mm × 645 mm. The table was
partitioned in a 3 × 5 grid with 3 rows and 5 columns resulting
in 15 sampling points. The distance between two neighboring
points in the grid was exactly 100 mm. The center point of
the grid (i.e., the point in the 2nd row and 3rd column) was
centered to the camera’s view. To sample data for a condition,
the center of a tablet was positioned at each grid point while
the benchmarking tool captured its location and orientation
for exactly 10 seconds. Then it was moved to the next grid
point to capture data and so on.

Precision is defined as the mean SD of all samples at one grid
point. A highly precise tracking has no deviation between
the different samples. There are two components that factor

1Huddle Engine on GitHub – https://github.com/huddlelamp/
huddle-engine (last accessed September 18th, 2017)
2HuddleLamp’s Tracking Benchmark Tool on GitHub –
https://github.com/huddlelamp/tracking-benchmark (last
accessed September 18th, 2017)

Device Light
(lux)

Precision
mm and degrees

Mean (of all SD points)

Reliab.
%

SD

Accuracy
mm

Mean SD

X Y α X Y X Y

10 .26 .28 .58 99.9 1.83 1.69 .92 .42
iPad

200 .37 .68 .75 100.0 .76 .41 .49 .28
(3rd gen.)

380 .29 .38 .45 100.0 1.03 1.52 .69 1.01

10 .20 .31 .40 100.0 1.47 1.74 .98 .89
iPad 2 200 .27 .34 .71 100.0 .90 .71 .56 .55

380 .23 .32 .58 100.0 1.29 1.65 .61 1.00

[24] 1600 .78 1.05 .29 100.0 2.10 2.24 1.47 1.67

Table 1. Evaluation results of PolarTrack under different lighting con-
ditions and with different device types, and compared to HuddleLamp’s
best performed tracking quality [24].

into accuracy: (i) the mean and (ii) SD of the variance from
the expected distance (i.e., 100 mm). The reliability is the
percentage of frames in which the device was successfully
detected.

The evaluation was split into two parts. First, we evaluated the
tracking quality of PolarTrack under different lighting condi-
tions ranging from 20 lux to 380 lux and with two different
device types (i.e., an Apple iPad 3rd generation and an Apple
iPad 2). Second, we evaluated the tracking quality with three
different types of occlusions: 1-finger, 1-hand, and 2-hands
occlusion (Figure 6).

Figure 6. PolarTrack’s tracking quality was evaluated with 1-finger, 1-
hand, and 2-hands occlusion.

Lighting Conditions and Device Types
The results for the different lighting conditions and device
types show a tracking quality with sub-centimeter precision
and high accuracy. The reliability of the tracking is 100%
when devices are not occluded. PolarTrack achieves better
precision and accuracy when compared to HuddleLamp’s best
reported tracking quality [24] (compare last row in Table 1 to
all other rows in the table). The reason for this is that Huddle-
Lamp uses a relatively small IR confidence image (i.e., 283
× 159 pixels) for the device tracking, and only compensates
with a much more precise tracking when devices are reliably
tracked in the RGB image. PolarTracker uses a higher image
resolution with 640 × 480 pixels to detect and track devices
in the camera feed. The higher deviation in the angles α are
eventually caused by the naïve weighted sliding window ap-
proach, which cause the devices to slightly jitter in the binary
image. This can be solved with more sophisticated approaches
that compensate for this jitter with a temporal component.

Unreliable tracking with occlusions
While the replication of the technical evaluation, as presented
in HuddleLamp [24], results in higher precision, accuracy,
and reliability for 1-finger and 2-hands occlusion, it returns
unreliable results if devices are occluded with a hand (see
Table 2). PolarTrack only reveals the parts of the screen that
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Precision Reliab. AccuracyOcclusion
mm and degrees % mm

Mean (of all SD points) SD Mean SD

X Y α X Y X Y

1-finger .28 .43 .53 100.0 1.11 .52 .53 .37

1-hand No Reliable Tracking

2-hands .23 .31 .72 100.0 .95 .71 .52 .31

Table 2. Evaluation results of PolarTrack with 1-finger, 1-hand, and 2-
hands occlusion. The 1-hand occlusion did not give reliable tracking
results.

are not covered by non-polarized objects (e.g., hands, books,
or paper). In the limitations section, we mention how this lim-
itation can be overcome by combining it with HuddleLamp’s
IR confidence image tracking.

Difference from RGB-D Multi-Device Tracking
PolarTrack is a computationally cheap approach to segmenting
displays from the background. While we use HuddleLamp’s
tracking pipeline [24], we replace their display segmentation
step with PolarTrack’s display segmentation. Unlike Huddle-
Lamp, PolarTrack does not require processing of both an IR
confidence image and an RGB image to segment devices from
the background, and an additional step to fuse data from the
two separate image processing steps.

Thus, PolarTrack’s core difference is its alternative approach to
segmenting displays from the background. However, RGB+D
based multi-device tracking approaches could benefit from
PolarTrack’s display segmentation to (i) increase precision
and accuracy due to higher resolution color images compared
to lower resolution depth images and (ii) improve reliability
e.g., when HuddleLamp’s hybrid sensing fails due to “Sauron’s
eye effect” [24] (i.e. displays absorb IR light when displays
are orthogonal to IR emitting LED).

Also, as discussed in the next section, PolarTrack requires
minimal hardware ($5 motor and $2 polarization filter, e.g.,
from sun glasses) and adds on to any existing RGB camera.

Polarization at Tilted Angles
PolarTrack’s display segmentation works with devices at tilted
angles. While the intensity of light emitted by the display
and captured by the camera decreases with tilted angles, the
polarization remains the same even when devices are almost
tangential to the camera (e.g., approx. 90°). Therefore, the
light fluctuation of tilted displays and between two consecutive
images is considerably lower. However, PolarTrack’s algo-
rithm detects periodically oscillating pixel intensities. Even
if these oscillations have a small bit depth, PolarTrack’s algo-
rithm will reliably detect such pixels.

LOW-COST FABRICATION OF A POLARTRACK ADD-ON
In addition to our previous apparatus, we built a clip-on mount
to attach PolarTrack to commodity depth-cameras, such as
Kinect. As shown in Figure 7, we cut a gear construction from
4 mm acrylic with two covering plates to hold all gears in place
with screws. Two stabilizing struts clip into the bottom two
holes in the back plate to rest the assembly on the microphone
bar of the Kinect. The half-bent top strut clamps the assembly
to the Kinect. We added a small blob of hot glue to the top

mount to increase the robustness of this spring-loaded clamp.
An Arduino Pro Micro controls the Solarbotics Gear Motor 10
(260 rpm, 14.5 mA at 3.3 V, 2.4 in*oz torque) that is mounted
against the Kinect body and that drives one of the small gears
to rotate the large gear at 60 rpm. Two other small gears add
rotation stability and smoothness. We cut out a piece from an
off-the-shelf set of “clip-on 3D glasses” ($1.75 on Amazon)
with a circular polarization filter, flipped it accordingly to
expose the linear filter, and taped it onto the large gear.

Our low-cost assembly is small enough to fit on top of the
Kinect’s RGB camera without obstructing the infrared depth
sensor. Processing both camera feeds simultaneously allows
us to get continuous depth tracking while identifying display
pixels from the RGB feed as described above.

Figure 7. A low-cost implementation of PolarTrack’s hardware setup:
We laser-cut a gear system and mounting parts, on which we attached
a piece cut from low-cost polarized “clip-on 3D glasses”. An Arduino
powers a small DC motor that presses against the Kinect body and drives
one gear for constant rotation of the polarization filter.

LIMITATIONS & FUTURE WORK
The technical evaluation of PolarTrack showed promising
results. However, it also revealed limitations by this approach,
which provides opportunities for future work.

The amount of light emitted by a display plays an important
role for the functioning of PolarTrack. It relies on changes in
the light intensity between two consecutive images as a result
of the rotation of the polarizer in front of the camera lens.
However, the display does not emit any (or only minimal) light
for black pixels, which leads to no changes in the differential
image. In opposition, pixels that change color due to dynamic
content of screens (e.g., a video playing) or movement of
other objects result in visible changes in the differential image,
which could potentially lead to false positives.

This limitation can be overcome with a hybrid sensing ap-
proach similar to HuddleLamp [24]. In HuddleLamp, Rädle
et al. show a hybrid approach that combines robust and com-
putationally cheap IR confidence image tracking with less
reliable but more precise RGB tracking. To compensate for
occlusion, HuddleLamp uses a fallback where it recovers oc-
cluded parts from previous frames and fills it with information
from the depth image. PolarTrack could complement the IR
confidence tracking with a more precise tracking using the
RGB video feed, and thereby overcome the unreliable tracking
when devices are occluded. Alternatively, PolarTrack could
complement room-based tracking systems for people tracking
(e.g., EagleSense [31]) to allow for low-cost people-to-device
and device-to-device interactions.
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While PolarTrack is most closely related to other camera-
based tracking systems, related projects have implemented
cross-device tracking through radio (e.g., GroupTogether [22])
or audio and inertial sensors (e.g., Tracko [10]) for locating de-
vices. PolarTrack may be suitable to be integrated with these
systems. For example, adding PolarTrack could potentially
enable tracking of devices without additional device instru-
mentation [22] or improve tracking precision (mean error of
13.5 cm within 1 m) [10].

Cameras with automatic exposure can decrease captured light
intensities when lighting conditions frequently change. For
example, the camera does not receive enough light from the
display when the lighting conditions change from bright to
dark because the camera may have adjusted to a very short
exposure time. In contrast, the device contours in the cam-
era image decrease when the lighting condition changes from
dark to bright. However, PolarTrack shares this limitation
with all visual tracking systems, as light intensities emitted by
displays are inferior to sunlight. In our evaluation, the camera
was configured in fixed exposure mode and the experiment
environment was indoors (i.e., no interference from sunlight).
A camera with high-dynamic range (e.g., Logitech BRIO 4K
Ultra HD webcam with HDR) could solve the exposure prob-
lem and will thus resolve comparably minimal fluctuations in
brightness as caused by the rotating polarization filter. Future
work will include experiments with HDR cameras and testing
PolarTrack’s suitability for outdoor use.

This work utilized a relatively small tracking area, but Polar-
Track could be extended to track devices in larger areas such
as rooms by stitching together multiple camera images. This,
however, remains subject to future work.

Lastly, PolarTrack only tracks devices at angles that are ap-
proximately orthogonal to the camera. This limitation is in-
herited from HuddleLamp’s multi-device tracking pipeline.
Future systems could integrate devices’ inertial measurement
units (IMU) or their gyroscope to infer device orientation in
3D space, similar to CrossMotion [29]. A more expensive
alternative is image or sensor fusion of multiple cameras [22].

CONCLUSION
We have presented PolarTrack, a novel camera-based approach
to detect and track mobile devices inside the capture volume
by exploiting display polarization. We described the physi-
cal characteristic of current display technologies that result
in blinking displays in a camera feed when a linear polar-
ization filter rotates in front of a color camera. PolarTrack
exploits this characteristic and uses a computationally inex-
pensive algorithm to segment displays from the background
using differential images and a naïve weighted sliding window
approach. We show how open source multi-device tracking
pipelines can use the resulting binary images for device de-
tection and multi-device tracking. We evaluated PolarTrack’s
tracking quality, showing higher accuracy compared to a state-
of-the-art open source system. Lastly, and to make PolarTrack
reproducible, we provide a low-cost approach to building a Po-
larTrack system around a Kinect V2 camera from off-the-shelf
components.
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